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Abstract. The Alexander Mosaic and the House of the Faun in Pompeii hide
the traces of a compositional, a painstaking process of calculation and precision
based on regulators, even surprising symmetries, and aesthetic precision.
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1 The Gran Mosaico
On October 24, 1831 [3, 5], a surprising discovery was made in the so-called Domus of
the Faun. While other mosaics had actually been found in the house—apparently
belonging to the same ﬁgurative scheme and made of tiny tesserae—the Alexander
Mosaic was immediately recognized for its exceptional value. The Hellenistic origin of
the mosaic seems quite clear due to the absence of recognizably Roman elements in it.
That the ﬁgure depicted is indeed Alexander seems equally out of question, as proved
by the other mosaics found in the House of the Faun (itself Hellenistic in terms of type)
that narrate a precise history, from the hall through the room with two columns where
the Mosaic itself was placed. The mosaics in the House of the Faun (except for the one
left in situ) seem to result from the artisanal skill of mosaicists based in Alexandria in
Egypt. This is not surprising given the close cultural relationship, now clearly estab-
lished, between Greek Hellenism, Egyptian Hellenism and Pompeii.
1.1 The Art of Composition and Its Rules. Within the Symphony
of the Alexander Mosaic
In the absence of certain proof, what could be the right key to approach this work with
a less superﬁcial admiration (other than a generic appreciation of its “beauty”), or a
critical point of view that, unburdened by the complexity of a historical/critical
assessment, frames it in a more contemporary dimension that is closer to our
understanding?
An artwork results from a process during which the composition develops towards
its completion in a calculated and precise way necessarily based on hidden regulators,
possibly surprising symmetries and an aesthetical precision in the placement of ﬁgures.
Thus, the vision of the battle is crystallized (ﬁxed) in a frame in a well-deﬁned,
memorable, self-sufﬁcient, “representational” form. The subtleties and high reﬁnement
encapsulated in the battle moment should hide a less apparent plane made of measures
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and a clearly deﬁned grid. Art is supposed to produce the precision and rigid conse-
quence of a mathematical problem: axes, circles, right angles are the principles of
geometry and the effects our eye measures and recognizes—without these elements,
there would be nothing but randomness, anomaly, discretion. The Ancients relied on
this necessary tool. But very few artists revealed how they composed their works, and
rather scattered around the clues of some mysterious game.
Lots of unexpected geometric and symbolic relationships can be found. A sym-
metry axis for example inside a silent zone. The axis provides order and hide a human
ﬁgure.
The human ﬁgure found in this point is the only one looking right at the viewer.
While seeming to turn his back, the ﬁgure suddenly turns around and directly
engages the viewer. If you look at him carefully, you will notice that he is tangent to
rather than precisely on the axis of symmetry. With a shrewd theatrical device, he
seems to glance at Alexander. Actually, he shows us the exact position of the axis of
symmetry.
This character reveals the uttermost secret—the center of the composition.
Who is he? The artist? Look at his hat. Rather than a helmet like the ones the other
Greeks wear (it has no metallic glint), it looks like a fabric or leather cap. He is an
intruder in the scene who looks at us to reveal a secret. Oddly, nobody ever noticed him
before.
If you carefully observe the plane geometrical ﬁgures obtained, you will ﬁnd
countless other correspondences with the ﬁgures in the painting.
The short side of the mosaic is bisected by the horizontal line generated by the gaze
of the central ﬁgure according to the concept of the proportional medium (Euclid,
Elementi, libro VI), and the ratio between the unequal lengths obtained with the total
measure is exactly the irrational number 1.6180—the golden ratio, or Phidias constant.
The mosaic’s longer side is three times the longer segment of the proportional medium
obtained on the short side. In other words, the entire surface comprises three golden
rectangles (as we would call them now), the longer side of which coincides with the
mosaic’s short side.
The Alexander Mosaic reveals a remarkable skill in the use of geometry and space
as mandated by the geometrical theories of Euclid, the “Composer of Elements” (a
contemporary of Alexander’s) who was called by Ptolemy I Soter to work in
Alexandria at the time when the great Library and the Museum were established.
It is clear, by now, that this is a unique work. Its author was so convinced he was
involved in an extraordinary achievement that he unexpectedly introduced his own
portrait in the mosaic.
2 The House of the Faun
The House of the Faun, as we see it today, is the result of two main constructive
moments both dating back to the 2nd century BC [4]. The ﬁrst plan dates back to 180
BC, the second to the last quarter of a century, when the house was completely
renovated, enlarged, reworked in typology, in the whole of the geometric relationships,
in the studied sequences. This is the moment when the precious cargo with the
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Alexandrian mosaics comes into play. The Architect who carried out (in Ancient times)
the restoration built two itineraries in the house each of them related to the respective
atrium on which relates speciﬁc perspective point of view. The ﬁrst itinerary is a real
museum tour which describe a story related to the Egypt of the Ptolemaic court. The
culmination of the route is the distila hall (esedra) with the Alexander mosaic that
opens towards the peristyle.
2.1 The Iconic Light of Geometric Relationships
At this point, however, it is permissible to ask what was the process of Composition
that underlies the ﬁgure of the house with its paths. The formal moves of the architect,
armed with multiple darts of scientiﬁc knowledge, literature, geometry, astronomy,
music as described (later referring to the House) by Vitruvius who has “ﬁshed” in
“Greek-Hellenistic things. Proportions and harmony, accord among the parts, geo-
metric abstraction and “musical arrangement of stars and planets”, abstraction of
mathematical knowledge: the iconic light of geometric relationships.
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A modular grid has been identiﬁed [1, 2], very similar to that used for large
Hellenistic buildings. The plan of the house can be divided into geometrical coherent
parts inside an elementary reference grid. Starting from the previous considerations, the
following relationships can be noted. The square geometrical ﬁgures quoted have a
modular dimension with a sequence of square numbers (Pythagoras): 2  2 + 2  2
(Atriums); 3  3 (ﬁrst Peristyle); 4  4 + 2  2 (second Peristilio). The great mosaic
(the original) is not placed centered on the room but adjacent in its longer side above
the module. This alignment forms the side of an isosceles triangle whose vertex
coincides with the intersection of the diagonals of the rectangle formed by this
alignment and the three sides of the peristyle. This triangle is subdivided into two
triangles (almost sacred triangles with proportions identiﬁed by Pythagoras with 3, 4, 5
units). The intersection between the apex and the diagonals of the Peristyle is the
central point referring to the small temple on the north side Peristyle. Constructing a
circle of radius corresponding to the side of the isosceles triangle are obtained the
position of the left column of the Exedra, the position of the fountain of the ﬁrst
peristyle (which wrongly seemed arranged without geometric reasons) and the south-
east corner of the ﬁrst peristyle. The radius ﬁnally identiﬁes the position of the corner
column of the south side of the peristyle, which before seemed to be the only side not
coincident with the modular grid. A smaller circle is constructed with the radius given
by the side of a second isosceles triangle with a base from the median of the ﬁrst
triangle to the extreme west of the mosaic alignment. The intersection with the major
circle coincides with the axis of the tuscan atrium. The second column of the distyle
hall corresponds to the modular grid. All this demonstrate the geometric centrality of
the exedra (distyle room) containing the Alexander mosaic, a sort of casket that not
only contains a very precious artwork, but is the geometric secret of the whole house,
its ideal construction. A hinge between the existing (modiﬁed) part of the house, the
new buildings, the new great Peristyle.
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